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ABSTRACT
This project focuses on photogrammetry (the process of making 3D
objects from 2D photographs) and the reverse engineering of this
complex process. While many disciplines from cultural heritage
to the natural sciences use photogrammetry, the algorithms used
by the most popular (and accurate) software packages are black
box due to their proprietary nature. This project takes a synthetic
3D object which can be fully understood on the digital level and
reverse engineers the photogrammetry process to determine the
modeling process’s accuracy. This is of key importance to anyone
trying to make reliable models available to researchers who are
unable to access an object or collection in person. A virtual machine
was created on Jetstream to import synthetic models, capture them
photogrammetrically with synthetic cameras, and export those cap-
tures for processing. Utilizing a parallel processing workflow on
Jetstream, the speed-up in creating 3D models allowed for refine-
ment and comparison of different variables and models with much
shorter turn-around times.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Photogrammetry, the process of creating three-dimensional dig-
ital models from two-dimensional images, offers an inexpensive
and promising method of digital representation and preservation.
However, photogrammetry as a process, and the models created
from it, would benefit from increased accuracy and precision in
measurement. This paper investigates a new method of testing
photogrammetry software and techniques called “synthetic pho-
togrammetry.” Synthetic photogrammetry involves taking a previ-
ously digitized three-dimensional model and using ParaView[1], a
visualization software, to take two-dimensional images of it. These
images are then imported into PhotoScan[3], a photogrammetry
program, to create new three-dimensional models (we call this the
“reverse engineered model”).

These reverse engineered models differ from the original 3D
model across four variables: 1) number of images captured, 2) im-
age resolution, 3) orbital pattern for image capture, and 4) distance
of the camera from the object. The reverse engineered model and
the original model were then loaded into CloudCompare[2], a cloud
processing software, which calculated the distances between the
point clouds using Gaussian distribution of the histogram of signed
distances between these two models. The standard deviation illus-
trates the precision of the reverse engineering process.

Through our systematic approach to reverse engineering pho-
togrammetry, we hope to provide results that are useful to practi-
tioners capturing objects in the field, evaluatingmodels, andmaking
accurate measurements.

1.1 Photogrammetry Applications
The process of photogrammetry takes two-dimensional images of
an object and, from them, creates a three-dimensional digital model
using specialized processing software. By creating such 3D mod-
els, researchers and archivists alike explore new possibilities for
preserving objects while also conducting analytical applications
in various disciplines. For example, Sharaf et al. [4] created a 3D
documentation system that monitored changes of Jordanian desert
palaces due to environmental and political factors. To successfully
digitize these palaces, they used PolyWorks photogrammetry soft-
ware to combine and process images from Nikon D2x camera and
a Mensi GS-100 laser scanner. Combining modern technology with
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new photogrammetry techniques, Sharaf et al. preserved and docu-
mented an important historical site that allows future researchers
and historians to analyze the palaces and the differences from year
to year.

McCarthy [9] has also analyzed and promoted applications of
photogrammetry for cultural heritage preservation and community
engagement through the use of traditional survey methods and
laser scanning. This study employed photogrammetry to map out
a Scottish fort in order to aid ongoing conservation efforts. It also
allowed for the quick surveying and documentation of a recent
shipwreck through photogrammetry, before water and wind altered
its original orientation.

Bhatla et al. [5] investigated documentation and planning of
construction projects and evaluated the possibility of using pho-
togrammetry for such purposes. Documentation done by hand
and tape is time-consuming and often full of errors. On the other
hand, laser scanning requires expensive equipment and restrictive
conditions. When compared to laser scanning or measuring by
hand, photogrammetry uses more accessible equipment and less
manpower to conduct. Such inexpensive methods hold immense
potential for efficient dimension documentation, measurement of
inaccessible objects, and digital visualization storage of objects.

1.2 Sources of Error
Though current photogrammetry software is not as accurate as
LIDAR or structured light capture, researchers have investigated
various factors when taking images in order to produce the best
model with existing software. In modeling and surveying construc-
tion engineering applications, Dai et al. [6] discovered that possible
deviations of the resulting model can stem from things such as
camera lens distortion, capture settings, and processing software
programs. Some best practices include maximizing photo coverage,
decreasing the distance of the camera from the object, using longer
focal lengths, accounting for camera lens distortion, and keeping
the angle of incidence close to zero.

When doing photogrammetry, an object’s size, shine, and tex-
ture combined with lighting and background views can all inhibit
software’s ability to produce an accurate model. Napolitano et al.
looked into the software side of photogrammetry and realized there
are repeatability issues in photogrammetry software, so results vary
each time the software is run even if the same images are inputted
in the same order with the same parameters [10]. All steps in the
photogrammetry workflow can introduce errors that can contribute
to uncertain accuracy of a three-dimensional model.

2 METHODS
2.1 Software Used
To streamline the process of synthetic photogrammetry, we decided
to employ Python script automation and cloud-computing. Python
scripts were used to generate image orientations, capture images,
and build models; all processes in the synthetic photogrammetry
workflow were executed on a virtual machine the XSEDE resource
Jetstream.

Before taking images, we used a Python script to generate a CSV
file that would contain the orientation of the images taken. The
CSV file contained the file name of each image, the position from

Figure 1: Workflow

which the image would be taken, the position of the camera, and the
up vector. This CSV file was then referenced in the Python script
running in ParaView, a scientific visualization program. Because
we are testing the validity of synthetic photogrammetry to speed
up future software and technique analysis, most factors should be
kept constant. To achieve constant conditions and eliminate causal
factors, we used the default settings in ParaView.

We then used Agisoft PhotoScan to create the 3D model from
these images with another Python script to automatically build
models with the same parameters. PhotoScan requires seven main
steps: add photos, match photos, align cameras, build depth maps,
build dense cloud, build model and export model. The model was
exported as an .obj file, and then imported with the original model
into CloudCompare, a 3D point cloud processing software. To com-
pare the two models, we used CloudCompare’s fine registration
function to closely align the models up to an RMS difference of
1.0e-05 and compute cloud/mesh distance feature to result in a his-
togram. The histogram can be fitted into a Gaussian distribution
and output a standard deviation. We used this standard deviation
to measure the precision of a particular synthetic model.

2.2 Jetstream
We used the synthetic photogrammetry workflow for 24 different
models with high quality settings in PhotoScan. Models took from
6 minutes to 3320 minutes to create the synthetic model, as the
capture parameters varied in complexity. Due to the long times re-
quired build the models, we decided to build the models on a virtual
machine via Jetstream. Stewart et al. [11, 12] discusses Jetstream’s
infrastructure and the potential of cloud computing, which has been
successfully implemented, allowing for easy access to researchers
in the “long tail of science,” providing more computing power than
is typically available on a local machine. Jetstream was used for
quick evaluation of photogrammetry techniques by providing fast
computing and efficient testing when running ParaView and Pho-
toScan. Furthermore, Gniady et al. pinpointed the importance of
using HPC and a remote desktop when working on photogram-
metry due to PhotoScan’s large memory demand when building
complex models[7].
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3 DISCUSSION
We conducted synthetic photogrammetry on a total of three differ-
ent models: Dragon, Stanford Bunny, and Happy Buddha. All three
of these models were digitized by the Stanford University Com-
puter Graphics Laboratory using the Cyberware 3030 MS Scanner
uploaded onto Stanford’s 3D Scanning Repository[8].

Each of these three models was chosen for different reasons.
The Dragon was chosen due to its complexity and intricacies such
as holes. For a simpler figure, the Stanford bunny was chosen to
represent old deteriorating artifacts that need to be preserved, or
other simpler objects. Lastly, the Happy Buddha, although similar
in complexity to the Dragon, represented a human-like figure. As
shown in Table 1, the size and the complexity of these three models
can be seen through the number of vertices and triangles the mesh
has.

(a) Dragon (b) Stanford Bunny (c) Happy Buddha

Figure 2: Models Analyzed

Table 1: Size and Complexity of Models

For the Dragon model in a spherical orbital pattern, we ran the
synthetic photogrammetry process 18 times with varying param-
eters such as image counts, image resolution, camera distances
and orbital pattern as shown in Figure Table 2. An example of the
cylindrical orbital pattern is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2: Parameters

Figure 3: Cylindrical Orbital Pattern

3.1 Results
Iterating the synthetic photogrammetry process 18 times with the
Stanford Dragonmodel in a spherical orbital pattern, we established
that increasing image count, increasing image resolution, and de-
creasing camera distance all increased the precision and accuracy
of the resulting model. Since we only changed these factors on the
same model, we can eliminate causal factors such as background,
texture, fog/depth attenuation, shape, lighting or specularity. More-
over, through this process of synthetic photogrammetry, we were
able to determine a small set of best practices when conducting
photogrammetry.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Dragon Synthetic Models

Table 3: Figure 3 Descriptions

These three Dragon synthetic models have high, medium, and
low quality with corresponding parameters. Each of the models
are colored to the same scale, where a blue tint represents an in-
dent and a red tint signifies a protrusion. As these three Dragon
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models show, the low quality with only 144 photos at a 1600x900
complexity has many flaws and imperfections. The medium and
high quality models seem similar, but closer inspection shows that
the high quality model has more surface details. All three models
were created with the dragon in a spherical orientation.

To give the upcoming data a little scale and comparison, the
dimensions of the Dragon are 2048w x 1444h x 916d. In Figure 5
(a), the standard deviations are plotted against resolution. Each
of the connected data points have consistent parameters except
with the changing resolution. The graph shows that increasing
resolution of the image being taken of the object will decrease the
standard deviation, thereby increasing accuracy. On the other hand,
decreasing the camera’s distance from the object will also result in
a lower standard deviation.

Looking at Figure 5 (b), the increase in camera distance is found
to increase standard deviation, which suggests that a closer distance
will result in greater precision and accuracy.

(a) Changing Resolution (b) Changing Camera Distance

(c) Changing Number of Pictures

Figure 5: Standard Deviation of Mesh Error across changing
parameters

Figure 5 (c) shows that changing the number of pictures from
144 to 288 decreases standard deviation drastically, but any further
increase in pictures does not decrease standard deviation or in-
crease precision. In these cases, there may be a diminishing return
because the time and memory requirement to run the specialized
photogrammetry software increases vastly.

Table 4 shows data for the runtime that PhotoScan took to run
on the cloud-computing resource Jetstream and the Mesh Accuracy
in the form of standard deviation. The values were normalized to
the smallest to give a better sense of how improvement in accuracy
compared to the lengthened runtime.

3.2 Future Research
This investigation only tested three factors, and future employment
of synthetic photogrammetry could test factors such as lighting and
specularity to improve model outputs and determine pain points.
Synthetic photogrammetry can be used to analyze new updates in

Table 4: Runtimes and Standard Deviation for Dragon Syn-
thetic Model

photogrammetry software efficiently. Even with the factors used
here, further research could be conducted to determine the extent
to which the number of photographs cause more harm than good
due to time.

Basic orbital patterns were created and different models were
used; not enough data was collected to be able to analyze the data.
Although insufficient data was obtained for an analysis of orbital
pattern, the success of this pattern allowed more realistic testing
of the photogrammetry process. In the field, it is easier to use a
cylindrical orbital pattern, but the spherical orbital likely results in
a better synthetic model.

4 CONCLUSION
Photogrammetry has a myriad of applications and potential to ex-
pand. As software continues to develop and evolve, testing and anal-
ysis of photogrammetry becomes necessary. Synthetic photogram-
metry allows for efficient experimentation and testing of software,
image parameters, specularity, lighting and various other factors
while keeping nonexperimental factors constant. This eliminates
the possibility of results attributed to other factors and revolution-
izes the testing of photogrammetry software and techniques. The
employment of synthetic photogrammetry was successful, and the
following three factors were found to have a positive effect on the
accuracy of the resulting model: increasing image count, increasing
image resolution, and decreasing image distance. With numerous
other variables to be considered, synthetic photogrammetry will
be undeniably useful in future testing and experimentation.
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